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Abstract
Oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) is a major
health problem worldwide. Recently, cancer stem cell
(CSC) biomarkers were examined due to their impact
on tumorigenesis and recurrence. In the present study,
we aimed to examine the expression of CSC markers:
CD133 and CD44 in tobacco-induced OSCC and oral
submucosal fibrosis (OSMF) patients and we
simultaneously evaluated their association with
clinicopathological changes. A total of 60 cases
(OSCC) and 60 controls (OSMF) were enrolled in the
study with tobacco-based habits. Tumor appearance
grade wise was characterized in OSMF and OSCC
groups. Clinicopathological parameters were analyzed
in OSCC cases only. The extent of positive staining was
scored 0-4. The results indicated that the tobacco
intake habits (chewing, smoking or both) have
significant effects on OSCC and OSMF changes. In
maximum subjects (29) of OSCC cases, tumour
appearance was in grade III with no such change in
OSMF. IHC results showed 83 % subjects were
positive for CD44 and CD133 in OSCC cases, while 72
% were positive for CD44 and 76% for CD133 in the
OSMF group. In the OSCC group the significant
clinicopathological changes were observed such as
tumour size in the range of 3-4 cm, T-3 staging, N-1
node involvement, enhanced metastasis and well
differentiated pathological grade.

Introduction
Oral cancer ranks sixth among all types of cancer globally.
Unfortunately, India compromises the largest number of oral
cancer cases and about one-third of the total burden of oral
cancer globally1,17. In India, around 77,000 new cases and
52,000 deaths are reported annually, which are
approximately one-fourth of global incidences. This is a
major concern for community health in India, as it is one of
the common types of cancers17,26. The concern of oral cancer
is significantly higher in India as compared to west
countries, as about 70% of the cases are reported in the
advanced stages (American Joint Committee on Cancer,
Stage III-IV).
Because of detection in the late phase, the prognosis is poor,
leaving five-year survival rates around 20% only27. Oral
squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) contributes immensely
which is 84-97% to oral cancer. Oral submucous fibrosis
(OSMF) is a continuing, silent disease associated with high
risk for malignancy. Malignant transformation of OSMF to
oral OSCC has been estimated to be between 2% to 8%21.
The poor prognosis of OSCC is due to a low response rate to
current therapeutic strategies, late-stage diagnosis, high risk
of primary site recurrence and aggressive metastases to locoregional lymph nodes, strongly suggestive of an urge to
improve the diagnostic capabilities and treatment efficacy16.
At the same time, it is only logical to study tumorigenic
factors and pre-diagnostic biomarkers not only for OSCC
cases, but also for its initial pre cancer stage such as OSMF.
Oral cavity is characterized by both keratinized and
nonkeratinized mucosa which acts as a physical blockade
and has many important roles such as protective, secretory
and sensory4,6. The major risk of contributing OSCC
increases with age and intake of tobacco usage. Habit of
smoking (tobacco intake consumption) is the most common
forms of tobacco intake in India14.

In the OSCC group, high IHC score of 3 and 4 were
observed in 81% of CD133 and 80.4% of CD44
positive subjects with tumor size of 3 to 4 cm, 74% of
CD133 and 84% of CD44 positive individuals in the N1 stage, 81.2% of CD133 and 85.7% of CD44 positive
subjects at T-3 stage and 80.4% of CD133 and 66.6%
of CD44 positive individuals with enhanced metastasis.
These results clearly indicated clinicopathological
changes in the OSCC group with parallel high
expression of CD44 and CD133, these results showed
the diagnostic relevance of CSC markers in the OSCC
and OSMF subjects.

About 20 million children of age 10–14 years are assessed
to tobacco consumption addicts according to a survey done
by the National Sample Survey Organization of the Indian
Government5,29. Taking all these adverse effects of tobacco
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into considerations, this study was conducted to evaluate the
oral mucosal changes which may occur in the patients due to
the usage of tobacco in various forms and also to record the
detailed history about the type of tobacco used, duration,
frequency and site of placement from the patients.

who underwent surgery at King George Medical University,
(K.G.M.U, Lucknow, India) during the period of 2015
September to 2018. Written informed consent was obtained
from all the patients. These were formalin-fixed and
paraffin-embedded tissue blocks. The OSCC group (n=60)
was categorized on the basis of histological parameters as
well-differentiated (WD), moderately differentiated (MD)
and poorly differentiated (PD) as reported previously25. The
OSMF (n=60) groups was categorized on the basis of sign
and symptoms like burning sensation, dry mouth, blanching
oral mucosa and ulceration13,22. Formalin was fixed and
paraffin embedded specimens were obtained from the
department of Pathology, K.G.M.U. that confirmed the
histological diagnosis of each lesion.

Studying CSCs based on the expression of cell surface
markers CD44 and CD133 is a popular approach5. The
expression studies of relevant CSC markers in oral cancer
can be used as potent indicators for reoccurrence of tumor
and have pre-diagnostic relevance5. CD44 and CD133 are
the two most widely used surface markers for identifying
CSCs. CD44 is a glycoprotein found on the surface of cells
that plays a role in cell–cell interactions, cell adhesion and
migration. CD44 is also a hyaluronic acid receptor
stimulating a number of receptor tyrosine kinases in a variety
of cancer forms11, increasing tumor cell proliferation and
survival rates by activating the MAPK and PI3K/AKT
pathways.

The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee
of Eras Lucknow Medical University (ELMC/R
cell/2018/EC/2034). All cases were classified according to
WHO criteria. Staging and grading were defined according
to the International Union Against Cancer10. All subjects had
a past event history of tobacco intake i.e. chewing, smoking
or both.

In addition, CD44 is involved in the invasion and metastasis
of a number of tumors cells3,9,18. CD133 is a part of the
penta-span transmembrane glycoprotein family that is
expressed in hematopoietic stem cells, endothelial
progenitor cells, glioblastomas, neuronal and glial stem15.

Inclusion criteria:
1. All patients who have shown the symptoms of pre-oral
cancer and cancer were included in this study.
2. Subjects who have not received any previous treatment
(pre-operative chemotherapy or radiotherapy) regarding
OSCC.

In the oral cancer research, classically OSMF or OSCC
groups were examined for studying the progression of oral
cancer using various clinicopathological parameters18
whereas some other researchers studied the individual
expression profile of CSC markers (CD133 and CD 44) in
various oral cancer groups3,15,18,25. Surprisingly no previous
studies were found which correlated CSC expression with
clinicopathological changes in both OSMF and OSCC
groups simultaneously. Hence, in the current study, we
planned to simultaneously examine the various
clinicopathological changes (such as tumor size, tumor
stage, node involvement, metastasis and pathological
grades) with CSC markers (CD133 and CD44) expression.

Exclusion criteria:
1. Any patient of oral pre cancer and cancer who has been
associated with any other malignancy in present or past or
who have any immune deficiency syndrome or tuberculosis.
2. Any other chronic disease.
Sample size calculation: The sample size (120) was
calculated according to the formula:18
n=4pq/d2

We further aimed to examine these clinicopathological
changes in OSCC group with the extent of CSC markers
(CD133 and CD44) expression using various scores of IHC
expression. Thus, the current study was aimed to look at
three aspects: (1) the oral cancer groups (OSMF and OSCC)
relationship with various pan masala/tobacco intake habits,
(2) the elevated amount and expression of CSCs in these oral
lesions by studying CSC markers: CD133 and CD44 and (3)
to examine that whether the clinicopathological changes in
OSCC are associated with the expression of CSC markers
(CD133 and CD44). The investigation would deliver a
unique understating of the cancer progression with
correlation to CSC markers and its simultaneous relevance
on clinicopathological changes.

where p=Prevalence of cause, d=Precision, q=1-q and n=
required sample size
Histopathology: Histopathology has been done according
to a previous protocol with minor modifications23. After
fixation, the tissue specimen were visually examined by
expert pathologists during grossing step for suspicious area
which requires microscopic investigation and these regions
were excised as tissue blocks. Embedded tissues were
sectioned into thin slices and were placed on glass slides.
Each slide has given a unique barcode to retrieve the
information about staining protocol for the particular
section.
Immunohistochemistry (IHC): IHC was performed
according to the protocol with minor modifications23.
Sections having a thickness of 4 µm were prepared and

Material and Methods
Sample collection: Samples tissue specimens were obtained
from 120 patients: sixty in each OSCC and OSMF groups
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various clinical grades I–IV in OSCC and OSMF groups
were first subjected to routine hematoxylin and eosin
examination to reconfirm the diagnosis by our pathologists.
Later, these sections of all pathological grades (WD, MD
and PD) of OSCC were subjected to immunohistochemical
analysis. We used rabbit anti-CD44 primary antibody
(polyclonal, 1:100 dilution Dako, Denmark) and anti-CD133
primary antibody (polyclonal, 1:50 dilution, Proteintech,
USA).

cells was visually estimated under microscope. The IHC
immunoreactivity score is a semi quantitative based method
based on the proportion of positive cells with membranous
staining and the intensity of staining of particular cell:
Immunoreactivity score = proportion positive score x
intensity score. The proportion of positive staining was
scored as score 0 (0—<10% of epithelial cells stained
positive), score 1 (if 0-20% positive cells), score 2 (if 20 50% positive cells), score 3 (if 50 -75% positive cells) and
score 4 (if <75% positive cells). The CD44 and CD133
positivity was estimated according to the criteria published
earlier19.

For IHC staining, sections were carefully fixed on
microslides coated with ploy-l-lysine. The tissue was
deparaffinized by giving two dips of 10 min in fresh xylene.
The rehydration of the tissue was performed by giving three
dips for 5 min each in 90, 80 and 70% alcohol. Tissue
sections were dipped in buffer solution and incubated at
850 W for 5 min, 600 W for 10 min and 400 W for 5 min in
a microwave oven. The slides were allowed to cool and then
placed in a wash buffer prepared by adding 950 ml of
distilled water with 50 ml of buffer. Excess buffer from the
slides was removed using tissue paper. Then the tissue
specimen was covered with 50 μl of hydrogen peroxide,
incubated for 5 min and gently washed twice with phosphate
buffered saline (PBS).

Statistical Analysis: Statistical analysis was done by using
graph pad prism software version (5.0) and Microsoft excel
2016. One way ANOVA was applied between group
analysis. P values of at least 0.05 were considered
statistically significant. For within group comparison,
individually chi square test was used.

Results
Comparison between OSCC and OSMF groups for
habits and clinical grades: Primarily, the effects of tobacco
intake habits viz. chewing (CH), smoking (SM) and chewing
+ smoking (CS) were analyzed in both OSCC and OSMF
groups. It was observed that number of OSCC and OSMF
subjects were almost similar in CH and CS, however none
was observed in OSMF with SM as habit (Figure 1A).

The tissue specimen was then covered with primary
antibodies, incubated for 1 h at room temperature (RT) and
gently washed twice with phosphate buffered saline. The
secondary antibody was then added, specimens were
incubated for 30 min at RT and given three gentle rinses with
PBS. The substrate chromogen solution prepared by mixing
1 ml of substrate buffer and a drop of diaminobenzidine was
incubated for 5 min at RT and later gently rinsed with PBS.
The slides were counterstained by hematoxylin bath for 2–
5 min and washed under tap water for 5 min.

To confirm the level of significance one way ANOVA, p
value (0.05), was applied between OSCC and OSMF
subjects. No significant difference was observed (p value<
0.05) when the effect of habits was compared between
OSCC and OSMF groups.
Although, when the effect of habits was analyzed by chi
square test and individually their effect on subjects of OSCC
and OSMF was done, significant variation of tobacco intake
habits was observed with p value 3.889 E-05 and 2.141 E-07
respectively. The results clearly indicate that the tobacco
intake habits have significant effects on developing OSCC
and OSMF changes (Figure 1A).

Microscopic examination: Microscopic examination has
been done according to the protocol with minor
modifications19. Quantitative analysis of the CSC markers
expressions and their density was performed by selecting
five hot spots (most reactive areas on the respective slide) at
a 10×-objective and then counting with a 200-fold
magnification (Model number- U-LH100-3, Tokyo,
JAPAN). CSC density was defined as the number of labelled
CSCs for each of the two antibodies (CD133 and CD44) per
optical field (an optical field corresponding to a rectangular
examination area of 0.7386 mm2). All five areas were
counted twice and altogether were averaged for each tumor
section. This procedure was repeated for each tumor sample
in the inner tumor area and at the invading tumor edges.
positive CD44 and CD133 expression was seen as a light
brown stain in the cell membrane.

The OSMF and OSCC groups were further investigated to
tumor analysis with grade wise (tumor appearance)
characterization. Results revealed that in OSCC group,
maximum subjects was in grade III, while minimum was
observed in grade I. For OSMF, maximum subjects was in
grade I, while minimum was in grade IV of tumor
appearance (Figure 1B).
To compare the OSMF and OSCC subjects according to
clinical grade wise appearance and its classification (Grade
I to IV) and evaluating the level of significance, one way
ANOVA was applied. It revealed no significant difference
(p value< 0.05) between OSCC and OSMF groups for any
grade of tumor. However, when we examined the individual
groups (OSCC and OSMF) by chi square analysis, we

All stained areas demonstrating positivity were identified at
a magnification of 20X and the number of positively stained
cells was counted on representative areas of the section in a
minimum of 100 cells per field. For the assessment of the
expression of CD133 and CD44, the extent of positive tumor
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observed significant (p value 6.523 E-05) variation in grade
wise classification in OSCC subjects, whereas in OSMF
subjects, no significant variation was observed. These results
provide an important indication that grade wise
classification was observed only in OSCC group, however
no significant grade wise classification was observed when
OSCC and OSMF groups were compared (Figure 1B). This
intrigued us to further examine the OSCC group to various
other clinicopathological parameters.

markers: CD133 and CD44 were studied by IHC (Figure 2
and 3). The semi-quantitative method used is based on the
proportion of positive cells with membranous staining and
the intensity of staining of particular cell. The extent of
positive staining was scored as score 0-4.
Normal buccal mucosa is showing expression of CD44 in
most cells of epithelial origin including fibroblasts; 200x
(D).
Expression
of
CD44
with
Cytoplasmic
immunoreactivity of positive OSMF epithelial cells; 200x
(E) Membranous IHC sections, the positive expression of
CD44 of well-differentiated OSCC ;100x (F).

Expression of CSC markers (CD133 and CD44) in OSCC
and OSMF groups: In order to evaluate the CSC expression
pattern in both OSMF and OSCC subjects, two CSC

Figure 1: Comparison between OSCC and OSMF groups for habits and grade wise appearance:
One way ANOVA was applied between OSCC and OSMF subjects for different habits (1A) and clinical grades (1B).
No significant difference was observed (p value< 0.05) between OSCC and OSMF subjects for different habits
and grade wise appearance. Individual chi square analysis on subjects of OSCC and OSMF showed tobacco
intake habits have significant effects on developing OSCC and OSMF changes (1A) and variation in grade wise
classification in OSCC subjects (1B).

Figure 2: Representation of IHC expression profile of CSC markers: CD133 and CD44 in the OSCC and OSMF
groups. Microscopic presentation of IHC staining of normal oral epithelium tissue inflammatory areas with CD133 in
basal cells; 200x (A). Cytoplasmic staining of OSMF showing intense immuno-positive staining for CD133; 200x (B).
A Moderately-differentiated OSCC with CD133 expression in diffuse immunopositivity; 200x (C).
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Figure 3: Histogram representing the relative number of subjects showing IHC expression of CSC markers
(CD133 and CD44) in OSCC and OSMF groups.

Figure 4: Association of expression of CD133 and CD44 with tumor size (4A), node involvement (4B), tumor stage
(4C) and metastasis (4D). One way ANOVA applied between Group A and B of tumor size, Significant difference
(p value 0.01) observed between Group A and B. CD44 and CD133 positive subjects compared within group A or
group B, by chi-square analysis and no significant (p value<0.05) variation was observed (4A). One way ANOVA
applied between N-0, N-1 and N-2 stage. Significant difference, p value>0.05 observed between stages. CD133 and
CD44 positive subjects compared by chi-square analysis for individual stages (N-0, N-1, N-2), no significant difference
was observed for node involvement, p value<0.05 (4B). One way ANOVA applied between T1, T2, T3 and T4 stage.
Significant difference, p value>0.05 observed between stages. CD133 and CD44 positive subjects compared for
individual stages (T1, T2, T3 & T4), no significant difference was observed for node involvement, p value<0.05 (4C).
One way ANOVA applied between positive and negative subjects of metastasis. Significant difference for metastasis
observed with p value>0.05. CD133 and CD44 positive subjects also compared within group and no significant
difference was observed, p value<0.05 (4D).
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Examining the association of CD133 and CD44
expression with tumor size, node involvement, tumor
stage and metastasis in the OSCC cases (as shown in
figure 4A to 4D)
Tumor size (represented in 4A): In the present
investigation, we have classified subjects on the basis of
tumor size into two groups. Group A consists of tumor size
ranging from 2 to 3 cm and group B comprised of 3-4 cm. It
was observed that 41 and 37 subjects showing expression of
CD133 and CD44 respectively are in group B. One way
ANOVA was applied between group A and B of CD133 and
CD44 positive subjects. Significant difference (p value 0.01)
was observed between group A and B. When CD44 and
CD133 positive subjects was compared within group
A/group B, no significant (p value<0.05) variation were
observed (Figure 4A).

was observed for node involvement, p value<0.05 (Figure
4B).
For detailed analysis of subjects in N-0, N-1 and N-2 stage
in terms of their extent of CD133 and CD44 expression, we
further analyzed the subjects with IHC scoring (Score 0-4).
Out of total twenty-three CD133 positive subjects of N-1
stage, 17 subjects (74%) showed IHC score of 3 and 4.
Similarly, out of twenty-five CD44 positive subjects of N-1
stage, 21 subjects (84%) showed IHC score of 3 and 4,
clearly correlating expression of CD133 and CD44 with N1 stage.
Tumor Stage (represented in 4C): In the present
investigation, tumor stage was characterized as T1, T2, T3
and T4 stage. When tumor stages were analyzed for the
expression of CSC markers CD133 and CD44, it was
observed that stage T3 showed maximum subjects. One way
ANOVA analysis showed significant difference observed
for different stage. It was found that p value>0.05 (p value
0.02) for different stages. Although, no significant difference
was observed among expression of CSC markers CD133 and
CD44 for different tumor stages, p value<0.05 (Figure 4C).
Out of total sixteen CD133 positive subjects at tumor stage
T3, 13 subjects (81.2%) showed IHC score of 3 and 4.
Similarly, out of twenty-one CD44 positive subjects of T-3
stage, 18 subjects (85.7%) showed IHC score of 3 and 4,
clearly correlating high CSC expression with T-3 stage.

For detailed analysis of subjects in group B in terms of their
extent of CD133 and CD44 expression, we further analyzed
the subjects with IHC scoring (Score 0-4). Out of total
thirty-seven CD133 positive subjects of group B (tumor size
3-4), 30 subjects (81%) showed IHC score of 3 and 4.
Similarly, out of total 41 CD44 positive subjects, 33 subjects
(80.4%) of group B showed IHC score of 3 and 4, clearly
correlating high expression of CD133 and CD44 with tumor
size.
Node Involvement (represented in 4B): In the present
investigation, node involvement was characterized as N-0,
N-1 and N-2 stage. It was observed that expression of
CD133 and CD44 was more significant at stage N-1
compared to stage N-0 and N-2. It was further confirmed by
one way ANOVA analysis where significant difference was
observed in N-0, N-1 and N-2 stage. It was found that p
value>0.05 (p value 0.01) for different stages. However,
when CD133 and CD44 positive subjects were compared for
individual stages (N-0, N-1, N-2), no significant difference

Extent of metastasis (represented in 4D): In examining the
effect of expression of CSC markers on metastasis, we
observed that 36 (76.5%) subjects showed metastasis among
the 47 CD133 positives. Similarly, 39 (78%) subjects
showed metastasis among the 50 CD44 positives. One way
ANOVA analysis showed significant difference for
metastasis with positive and negative subjects with p
value>0.05 (p value 0.007).

Figure 5: Association of expression of CSC markers (CD133 and CD44) with pathological grades. One way ANOVA
was applied between MD, WD and PD. Significant difference was observed p value>0.05. CD133 and CD44 positive
subjects also compared for individual grades (MD, WD and PD), no significant difference was observed for
pathological grade (p value<0.05)
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improved keratinization13. Depending upon the disease
occurrence, duration and type of tobacco intake, some
epithelial cells may undergo dysplastic changes which could
lead to the expansion of possibly malignant disorders and
OSCC when the habit is not discontinued by the
individuals13.

However, no significant difference was observed among
expression of CSC markers CD133 and CD44, p value<0.05
(Figure 4D). Out of total 36 CD133 positive with enhanced
metastasis, 29 (80.4%) showed high IHC score of 3 and 4.
Similarly, out of total 39 CD44 positive with enhanced
metastasis, 26 (66.6%) showed high IHC score of 3 and 4
clearly indicating higher expression of CSC markers with
enhanced metastasis.

Hence, our results are mere indication that various tobacco
intake habits might affect oral cancer changes (OSCC and
OSMF) differently, however due to lesser number of patients
in these groups, we cannot conclude the variable effects of
habits.

Examining the association of CD133 and CD44
expression with pathological grades (figure 5): Effect of
CSC marker expression was analyzed in pathological grades.
The three pathological grades were characterized viz.
moderately differentiated (MD), well differentiated (WD)
and poorly differentiated (PD). The maximum number of
CD44 and CD133 positive subjects was observed in WD
grade with 34 and 28 respectively. One way ANOVA
analysis showed significant difference in MD, PD and WD
with p value>0.05 (p value 0.006). No significant difference
was observed between CD133 and CD44 groups for
different pathological grades (p value<0.05) (Figure 5).

To address the relationship between OSCC and OSMF
groups and clinicopathological characteristics, clinical
tumor appearance was considered to be a significant aspect.
Tumor appearance in OSCC is a vital factor for the
development of the disease progression. Our study revealed
that in OSCC group, maximum subjects was in grade III,
while minimum was observed in grade I. For OSMF,
maximum subjects was in grade I, while minimum was in
grade IV of tumor appearance. In OSCC grade wise (tumor
appearance) III was almost 7 folds more that grade I while
almost 2 folds more than grade II and IV. Thus, it elucidates
that grade III was the most dominant histopathologic grade
of tumor appearance.

Discussion
In the initial part of this study, we have examined the effect
of different forms of tobacco intake habits (chewing,
smoking or both) on the development of oral cancer related
changes in two groups (OSCC and OSMF). No significant
difference was observed when the effect of habits was
compared between OSCC and OSMF groups. Although,
when the effect of habits was analyzed individually on
subjects of OSCC and OSMF, the results clearly indicated
significant effects between the tobacco intake habits (CH,
SM and CS) in both OSCC and OSMF subjects. The study
revealed that the intake of tobacco in any of the form
(chewing, smoking or both) causes oral lesions, the
prevalence of OSCC is prominent. Moreover, the
combination of habits (chewing + smoking) comprises most
individuals both in OSCC and OSMF groups.

However, between OSCC and OSMF groups, no significant
variation was observed. Although in grade I and III, there
seems to be a difference between the number of subjects of
OSCC and OSMF, but when all the grades were considered
for statistics, no significant variation was observed among
the grades between OSCC and OSMF groups. This could be
due to lower sample size in few grades.
These results provide an important indication that grade wise
classification was observed only in OSCC group, however
no significant grade wise classification was observed when
OSCC and OSMF groups were compared.

Similar observations were reported where in OSCC and
OSMF patients, chewer’s mucositis and smoker’s palate
were more prominent with only tobacco chewing and
smoking as habit, respectively24.

Our results are in virtuous agreement with a report where
histopathologic staging and grading criteria of OSCC were
briefly explored15. The study elucidated about the factors
such as tumor growth pattern and dissociation, stromal
reactions and tumor-stroma ratio, which are important
factors for the determination of tumor appearance on the
basis of tumor staging and grading15. The histopathologic
staging and grading aspects encouraged us to investigate
other clinicopathological characteristics in the OSCC group.

In India, intake of tobacco form varies from person to person
(chewing, smoking or both) and is a dominant characteristic,
which causes potentially malignant conditions such as
OSMF, erythroplakia, leukoplakia, tobacco pouch keratosis
and malignancies including oropharyngeal cancers14. There
are many other forms of smokeless tobacco which includes
pan masala, pan (btel quid), gutkha, khaini, mawa, snuff and
Swedish snus14,29.

We further studied the expression profile of CSC markers
CD133 and CD44 by IHC in OSCC and OSMF individuals.
IHC results showed that positive expression (Score 1-4) of
CSC markers (CD133 and CD44) was observed in most of
the OSMF and OSCC subjects. However, the positive
expression is more pronounced in OSCC subjects as
compared to OSMF. These results indicated a direct
relationship in terms of expression of CSC markers (CD133

Chemicals which may present in tobacco may play a key role
in the initiation and promotion of specific types of cancers
such as OSCC, verrucous carcinoma and many
clinicopathological conditions25. When oral mucosal tissues
get inflamed, it showed increased epithelial thickness and
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and CD44) in OSCC and OSMF groups. These expression
studies are relevant as CSC markers CD133 and CD44 can
be used as potent indicators for reoccurrence of tumor and
have pre-diagnostic relevance.

tumor stage, metastasis and lymph vascular invasion12.
Thus, our study clearly indicated the possibility of
association of CD133 and CD44 expression with significant
clinicopathological changes in oral lesions.

Previous studies described OSCC and OSMF as the most
frequent cancer of the head and neck region becoming
problem with OSCC accounting for about 90% of cases28.
In a study suggested that CD44 in combination with other
oral biomarkers has the potential to assist in the early
diagnosis of OSCC20.

Therefore, this study highlights the CSC markers suitability
as a prognostic biomarker to predict tumorigenesis, relapse
and association with classical clinicopathological
parameters both in oral cancer and pre cancer stages.

Conclusion
Our study investigated the CSC markers expression in
OSCC and OSMF cases and demonstrated a correlation of
its expression with other clinicopathological changes.
Evidences of research revealed that tobacco intake subjects
are good receiver of OSMF and OSCC. It was further
elucidated that CD133 and CD44 markers are expressed both
in OSCC and OSMF subjects, although more pronounced in
OSCC. Study also reveals that higher expression (IHC score
of 3 and 4) of CSC markers CD133, CD44 are related with
tumor size, T3 staging, node involvement (N1), enhanced
metastasis and differentiated pathological grades.

In another study, no significant relationship was observed
between clinical features and CD44 expression in oral
cancer7 while CD44 expression was shown to be associated
with worse categories, may be because of CD44 expression
being organ specific. Likewise, another study showed that
higher levels of CD133, have been associated with CD44
expression in HNSCC and with Bmi1 induced proliferation
in laryngeal carcinomas25.
In further studies, we examined the clinicopathological
perturbations in CD133 and CD44 positive subjects of
OSCC group. We reported that in the OSCC group, the
significant clinicopathological changes were observed as
tumour size in the range of 3-4 cm, T-3 staging, N-1 node
involvement, enhanced metastasis and well differentiated
pathological grade. Further we established association of
CD133 and CD44 expression with these significant
clinicopathological perturbations in the OSCC group by
further examining the IHC score of these cases. In the OSCC
group, high IHC scores of 3 and 4 were observed in 81% of
CD133 and 80.4% of CD44 positive subjects with tumor size
of 3 to 4 cm, 74% of CD133 and 84% of CD44 positive
individuals in the N-1 stage, 81.2% of CD133 and 85.7% of
CD44 positive subjects at T-3 stage and 80.4% of CD133
and 66.6% of CD44 positive individuals with enhanced
metastasis.

Our findings suggested that along with the classical
clinicopathological changes, CSC markers (CD133 and
CD44) can also be grouped as useful prognostic marker for
OSCC subjects for predicting cancer progression or relapse.
Increased expression of these CSC markers is observed even
in the OSMF group without much perturbations in tumor
grade. These results highlight the diagnostic relevance of
CSC markers in the OSCC group in combination with
clinicopathological changes and more importantly in
identifying pre-cancer stage by using CD44 and CD133
biomarkers in OSMF subjects. Further studies with high
sample size are required to directly link the association of
high expression of CSC markers with clinicopathological
changes especially with tumor size, T3 staging, node
involvement (N1), metastasis and pathological grades.

The association of CD133 and CD44 expression on tumor
size, T-3 stage and N-1 stage, extent of metastasis and
pathological grades are similar in nature. Some reports
showed similar changes where tumor size of the subjects was
studied and it was observed that odd ratio of T2 (2.79), T3
(8.27) and T4 (8.75) was compared to T1 and the maximum
diameter of tumor surface was used to designate tumor size
for classification25.
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